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Publishers’ Note
The 25th of April 2022 marks the auspicious
occasion of the Birth Centenary of Worshipful Sri
Swami Krishnanandaji Maharaj. To commemorate
this sacred occasion, the Headquarters Ashram
has decided to bring out booklets comprising the
illuminating discourses of Worshipful Sri Swami
Krishnanandaji Maharaj for free distribution.
Worshipful Sri Swami Krishnanandaji Maharaj
arrived at the holy abode of Gurudev Swami
Sivanandaji Maharaj in 1944, and remained here
until his Mahasamadhi in November 2001. Swamiji
Maharaj was a master of practically every system
of Indian thought and Western philosophy. “Many
Sankaras are rolled into one Krishnananda,” said Sri
Gurudev.
Over the years, Swami Maharaj gave many
profound and insightful discourses during Sunday
night Satsanga, and on holy occasions such as Sri
Gurudev’s birthday, Sri Krishna Janmasthami,
Mahasivaratri, etc., and also during Sadhana Week
and Yoga Vedanta Courses conducted by the Yoga
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Vedanta Forest Academy of the Ashram. Sri Swami
Maharaj always spoke extempore, spontaneously,
without any preparation, and every discourse was
fresh, unique, and divinely inspired. The audience
was bathed in that stupendous unfathomable energy
that radiated from Swamiji Maharaj during these
discourses.
We are immensely happy to bring out some
of Sri Swamiji Maharaj’s discourses in booklet
form as our worshipful offering at his holy feet on
the blessed occasion of his Birth Centenary. The
present booklet, ‘What is a New Year?’, comprises
two discourses given by Sri Swami Krishnanandaji
Maharaj in the sacred Samadhi Shrine on New
Year’s Eve i.e. 31st December of 1997 and 1995
respectively.
May the abundant blessings of the Almighty
Lord, Sadgurudev Sri Swami Sivanandaji Maharaj
and Worshipful Sri Swami Krishnanandaji Maharaj
be upon all.
—The Divine Life Society
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What is a New Year?
This is the eve of the New Year. We expect a
really happy New Year, especially as the New Year
commences on Thursday, the day of Jupiter, the day
of the Guru—Jupiter representing goodness, peace,
harmony, religion and philosophy.
The concept of a year with twelve months arises
due to various conceptual factors, one being the
traversing of the Sun through the twelve houses
of the zodiac. The solar and lunar years are the
traditional calculations, here in India particularly, of
a New Year. The solar New Year and the lunar New
Year commence sometime in March and April. This
means to say that the concept of the year of twelve
months has an astronomical significance. Since
astronomy and astrology are geocentric, we consider
the Sun to be moving through the houses of the
zodiac, and it traverses twelve houses in twelve
months. If we were to be stationed on the Sun, we
may perhaps regard te Earth as one of its planets.
But what is January, which we consider as
the beginning of the New Year? Evidently it
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has reference to Janus, a Roman deity. Due to
association of the month with this deity, some
circumstances give rise to the thought of the
month of January being the beginning of the year.
The Roman calculation is a little bit intriguing.
The month September has connection with sept,
which is seven. October means eight, November
means nine, December means ten. How come is
this kind of nomenclature of the months? Why
should the month of December be deca, while
January is the beginning of the year? There has
been some historical mix-up of these concepts,
and by practice and the convenience of people,
the whole world accepted that January should
be the beginning of the year, whether or not it
has any mystical significance or philosophical or
astronomical justification.
Above all these factors, there is the important
contribution of human thought in the notion of
the beginning of a year. Oftentimes, the birth of a
prophet is regarded as the time of the commencement
of a year. Islam has its own New Year particularly
connected with the prophet Mohammed, and
perhaps connected with his movement from Mecca
to Medina. Did the first year commence with the
birth of Christ? Not so, it appears. Some say the
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Christian era commenced on the sixth year after the
birth of Christ.
How many years have now passed? From which
beginning are we to calculate the number of years?
Are we following the date of the birth of Christ?
But the year number one did not start on the
date of the birth of Christ, nor are we following
the Islamic doctrine of the calculation according
to Prophet Mohammed. We have in India other
New Years: Vikrama Samvat. In panchangams we
will find so many years after Vikrama ascended
the throne. Vikrama was one of the kings of India.
Vikrama Samvat, or the era of Vikramaditya,
the king, commences in 57 BC. There is another
calculation, which is called Shaka, or Shalivahana
Shaka, based on the date when King Kanishka,
in early days of Indian history, ruled. Shalivahana
Shaka and Vikrama Samvat are prominent among
traditional Hindus.
But the world has found it convenient to
follow the accepted practice of regarding this year
as 1997, whatever be the reason behind it. We say
the twentieth century will end. According to what
calculation are we saying that the century will end?
What is the meaning of ‘a century’? Many hundred
years started from which date? Here comes the
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power of human thought, apart from historical
considerations. If we decide that a thing is like this,
it will be like that. The total thought of humanity
is very powerful, and if millions of people think
the same thought consistently, it will become an
objective reality. The world thought, which is the
cumulative effect of everybody thinking the same
thought, will become a solid reality. If the mind
can create the world, as we have said, the mind can
create anything. It can create a New Year just now,
not necessarily tomorrow, for other reasons.
Humanity, under the pressure of certain
circumstances, has agreed to consider the first
of January as the beginning of the New Year.
Since we have to give due respect to the thought
of humanity, apart from other considerations
which are irrelevant to the conclusions of the
human mind, we herald the New Year 1998 now
by the stroke of the midnight hour. Here also
there are some differences. Indian tradition does
not always consider midnight as the beginning of
the day. For certain purposes, such as the birth of
a child, midnight is considered as the beginning
of the day, but for some other purposes, sunrise is
the beginning of the day. One day and one night
constitute one total day. It is not from midnight to
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midnight, though that is also valid for some other
purposes such as birth, marriage, etc. But for holy
ceremonies, worships, etc., sunrise is the beginning
of the day. So we may consider the New Year as
commencing at midnight tonight or by sunrise
tomorrow, as we like. But, again, human thought is
powerful. The tradition followed by the total mind
of humanity is that midnight is the hour of the
commencement of the year.
We have been celebrating and observing many
New Years. In what way is the year new? Is it because
we have added the number one to the existing
number? That is not the only meaning. Adding
one number is a mathematical interpretation of the
situation. Its qualitative connotation is also new.
Tomorrow shall be a better day. When we generally
hold such an opinion, we do not mean by the word
‘tomorrow’ just one number added to the previous
number. It is a qualitatively superior occurrence
in preference to the conditions prevailing today.
Everyone hopes that tomorrow shall be a better
day. Rarely does a person feel that tomorrow will
be a wretched day. It is not the habit of the mind
to think that tomorrow will be worse than today.
After all, tomorrow it shall be all right. The future
will take care of it. The hope of a better condition
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of living is the significance of the celebration of the
New Year. We become new in the perspective of life
and the vision of our existence in this world. It is
not that we will carry on the drudgery of today’s
existence and drag it to tomorrow also. The New
Year is not a continuance of the sorrow of today. It
is an occasion for the diminution of the grievances
and the suffering of today, and the betterment and a
new hope for tomorrow.
Advance in age, maturity of one’s life, is not a
heading forward to old age and death. It has another
significance, namely, an increase in knowledge and
experience. As we grow into maturity, we are not
marking our movement towards our death. We
are hoping for a goodness and a robust future for
our own selves. Everything in the future is better
than the past. The evolutionary process of the
universe is a permanent teacher for everyone. There
is movement onwards and backwards; progressive
and retrogressive movements are taking place in
the process of evolution, but finally it is a progress.
The world is not retrograding into a hind condition,
though it may sometimes appear so if we read
human history.
All of you must have read the history of
humanity. Have we progressed onward from some
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centuries back, or are we going down? The quality of
the life of people will decide whether it is a progress
or a retrogression. Technological conveniences
and comfort-giving gadgets, and moneymaking
methods should not be regarded as progress on the
path of evolution. The more is the need we feel for
external conveniences, the less do we consider the
capacity of our soul inside.
Desires indicate the bankruptcy of one’s
inwardness, which a person tries to make good by
purchasing the external commodities of the world
and filling the vacuous inwardness by the goods
of the outer world. The outer cannot fill the gap
that the inner fills. The inner can become and feel
improved only if the dimension of the inwardness
expands. Inwardness cannot expand by adding
some externals to it. The external shall stand always
outside the internal, and any amount of possession
of the goods of the world is not going to enhance
the quality of the human soul.
There is an inwardness at the deepest recesses
of our heart, which we call the soul of a person.
It is the pure subjectivity. It is the utter reality of
our being which is called the soul, whether people
generally understand the meaning of this word or
not. The utter, deepest reality, the substance, the
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bottom of our existence, is called the soul. If that
expands, if the subjectivity in us can become a larger
subjectivity, we may be said to be improving in our
life and we are progressing on the path of evolution.
But if our objectivity goes on expanding and our
subjectivity is gradually tending to annihilate itself,
we become machines and not human beings. Are we
not slowly moving towards a mechanical age where
everything is a pushbutton affair? Everything comes
by one push of the button. The outer machine has
controlled the inner soul of the human being. Will
the machine bring salvation to the soul within? Who
will achieve salvation? The machines and gadgets.
The comfort that we feel in our life is really
not a happiness that we have gained. It is a false
promise that the world of objects gives to us, a
promise which it cannot fulfil. The world has never
fulfilled the promises that it has made to people.
Everything looks beautiful, and the wealth of the
world is large; we can have it if we want. But no one
did have it really. The world was never possessed by
any person. The richest person in the world did not
possess the world. The rich person possessed only
an idea, a notion, an empty feeling that something
has come inside. That which is outside cannot come
inside and, therefore, all possession is a deceptive
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phenomenon into whose trap everyone gets caught.
Let the New Year be a soul-making year, not a
year of increasing machines, tools and implements,
gadgets and airplanes, and destructive weapons.
That is not the expectation of a New Year.
We say, “Happy New Year!” Who is going to
be happy? Are the mechanisms going to be happy,
or are you and I going to be happy? If you depend
on machines for your comforts, the machines will
become happy because they have possessed you and
converted you into a slave. Do you want to be happy?
Then build up your being, which is the soul within.
The soul-making event is the beginning of the New
Year. The newness consists in the progressive advance
that the soul makes in enhancing its own dimension
towards perfection. A Godward march is the inner
significance of the observing and the celebration
of a New Year. It is God calling, God coming, God
summoning, God wanting you, God running after
you, if you would like to put it so. That is the great
New Year we shall be expecting.
As I mentioned, hopefully, since Jupiter’s day
is the beginning of the New Year, we shall really
expect something good. In our Indian calculations,
there is a deciding king of the year and a minister of
the year. Today someone told me that Jupiter is the
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king of the coming year but Saturn is the minister,
and he asked me what is the significance. I said that
Jupiter is like sweet porridge—like kheer, as we call
it—and Saturn is like neem leaf. So if these are the
king and the minister, what will be the rule? What
will be the nature of the administration? It will be
beautiful, sweet porridge, mixed with a little juice of
neem leaf. Would you like it or would you not like
it? It is very sweet, so you cannot throw it away, but
it will also bite you inside.
The goodness of life, and the beauty and the joy of
life, do not mean freedom from duty and hard work.
We may associate Saturn with hard work, work with
perspiration and consciousness of duty, and Jupiter
with the awareness of God, the consciousness of the
Almighty Creator of the universe. Thus, meditation
and action may perhaps be the significance of these
two great gentlemen ruling the coming year. If the
whole world of humanity manifests a single thought
of majesty and godliness, and decides to move
onwards towards God-consciousness, the world
shall see a better day.
In many ways, we may say, our future is in our
hands. If one person thinks a good thought, it is
fine, but if many seated together think the same
good thought, it will produce a cumulative effect. It
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will be a more powerful good thought. That is why
satsanga is considered as a very important religious
discipline. You may meditate in your room and
pray to God independently, but if you collectively
sit and generate a thought of God in a group we
call satsanga, it will have a greater effect. If all of us
seated here think one thought—the thought of the
great Almighty—continuously for a few minutes,
that would be the essence of satsanga. The idea
of satsanga is that there is the occasion for us to
think one noble thought, one feeling, and to have
one perspective so that, we hope, the humanity of
tomorrow will realise its forte and foible, and gird
up its loins for its own benefit and betterment.
May God bless you all!

Meditation for the new year
Here before us is the holy astronomical
commandment that we humbly receive as what is
known as the coming of a New Year. This Ashram,
Sivananda Ashram, The Divine Life Society, has
now seen sixty New Years after its birth. Sixty cycles
of time have passed in the history of this Ashram.
This revolution of sixty years is regarded, according
to tradition, as a great achievement in the life process
of anything.
Whether anything moves or nothing moves,
we cannot say, because our judgments are based on
the apparatus of understanding with which we are
endowed, and the instrument of knowledge conditions
and determines the nature of our judgment. We are
told over and over that everything passes. Years roll
on, and we have New Years. The meaning of the
coming of a fresh year is not always intelligible to the
human mind. What actually happens when a New
Year comes and stands before us?
Physically, to normal perception, it will appear
that nothing happens. The same today will continue
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tomorrow. Whatever we have been experiencing
today, we will experience tomorrow also.
Then what is the newness of the year? Where
is the freshness of it? It is the cussedness of human
nature that prevents people from knowing what is
actually happening. We cannot even know that we
have been growing from our babyhood to adulthood.
We did grow, and there was moment-to-moment
newness in our lives, but never for a moment did we
think that we are becoming newer and newer every
moment. We felt that we are static, and nothing
has happened to us, and nothing is happening to
us. What a wonder! Every constituent of the human
personality has changed from its inception in order
to become a corporate adult body. But why is such
a continuous movement never known to be existing
at all? We do not know that anything is happening
to us. We think we are perfectly all right, that we are
static and solid individualities always, and we never
become something else.
This phenomenon of something perpetually
taking place and yet not being known by anybody is
the mystery of the universe. We belong to different
realms of being, and we belong, simultaneously, to
all levels of being. At one stroke, we are everywhere.
This is the reason why we feel that we are not
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changing at all. There is an unchanging eternality
presiding over all our movements, due to which we
feel that we are solid like a rock and that we are
perfectly stable.
But there is another world to which we also
belong, which is called the sensory world—the
world of colour, sound and activity presented by
the sense organs—involved in which process, we are
hurrying forward to a destination whose end is not
clear to the mind. It is like an animal that has a rope
around its neck and is pulled forward by its owner,
though the animal may not be aware as to where it
is being dragged.
The problem that we are facing in life is this
mysterious dual operation taking place in us: a false
complacence of everything being fine, stable and
secure on the one hand and, on the other hand, a
helpless hurrying forward through every cell of
our body and every part of our mind towards a
destination of which no one can have any idea.
How did the world come about? When did it
begin? What was there in the world when it started?
Where were all of us at the commencement of the
world? Or, were we not there? How many years have
passed since creation took place? And how many
beings lived and died during this process ever since
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the commencement of the world—if at all we can
say there is such as thing called a commencement
of time? How can time commence, because for
time to begin, there must have been a prior state
where time was not. A timeless situation cannot be
imagined to be causing another condition called the
time process because there would be no connection
between timelessness and time. We are no wiser in
delving into these mysteries of the commencement
of time and the end towards which time is perhaps
moving. We sometimes designate the time process
as evolution, but in what direction is the evolution?
There is nothing that does not move in this world;
and when it moves, it carries with it everything
inside it, as when a vehicle moves, all those who are
seated in the vehicle also move. Every particle of
matter, every plant, every tree, every animal, every
human being, and anything whatsoever moves
helplessly in the direction taken by this wonderful
evolutionary process which we call the drama of
creation, preservation and destruction.
We have heard in our scriptures that God created
the world, and He made arrangements for preserving
it, and He will destroy it one day. But this process
of creation, preservation and destruction is going
on perpetually even now in our own body. Every
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moment there is a creation of new components
of our body, every moment there is a tendency to
preserve the stability of these components, and every
moment there is also a tendency of these components
to deteriorate, dismember and get destroyed into a
vacuous nothingness. Creation, preservation and
destruction are continuous. It is not that yesterday
there was creation, today there is preservation and
tomorrow there shall be destruction. Creation is a
movement from eternity to eternity, and what we
call the New Year is a psychological acceptance of
a natural occurrence which rings into our ears the
message of perpetual deterioration of everything
that is created, and a perpetual longing for the
fulfilment of perennial existence. The New Year is,
rather, a reminder to everyone that unconsciously
some activity is taking place everywhere, and at
least at some time we should be conscious of what is
really taking place. Unconsciously being dragged is
one thing, and consciously accepting this movement
is another thing.
Everything moves towards God, and conscious
movement towards God is called spiritual sadhana.
An unconscious activity is no activity. It has no
value. Action should be consciously motivated. In
the astronomical universe, as we are told, endless
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activity is taking place in which we are perpetually
involved. We are involved in the very process that
is taking place in the galaxies, which we wrongly
imagine are very far away from us. We look at
the sky on a dark night when the sky is clear and
see the galaxy, the Milky Way, and we come to a
conclusion that it is very, very far. We cannot know
we are inside it. When we look at the Milky Way,
actually what we are doing is looking at part of our
own body, to which even the Solar System belongs.
If our toe had an eye, it could look up and see our
head as if it is far away. But our head is not far away
from our toe. It is a connected organism. So are the
stars; so is everything that is contained within this
large expanse of the space-time process. We cannot
imagine that we are capable of cosily sitting calmly,
unknown and undetected by the cosmic forces.
Every breath that we breathe is thundering forth
with a loud noise in the highest of heavens, just as
every little pain in any part of the body is known to
the whole body.
We must now awaken to the fact of our really
belonging to a world of which we are inseparable.
Otherwise, our toe could imagine that it is some
light years away from our head, which it sees as a
distant object. Nothing in the world is distant.
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The absence of distance in the makeup of a thing
is called an organism. It is a living completeness.
Such is creation, and it has to be so because it is
an emanation from an indivisible substance. That
which emanates from indivisibility has also to be
indivisible. Dividedness cannot proceed from an
indivisible cause, as is the case with our own bodily
functioning which is a wholesome, total operation
going on from moment to moment, second to
second.
There is one action taking place everywhere, into
which we are pulled forward; and we may imagine
that we are also contributing something to the activity
of the world, but our cooperation is incomplete. We
have our own personality, vehemently assumed in
our own selves, which objects to its being included
in the operation of any other organisation and,
therefore, that organisation to which everything
belongs compels this diffident part of it to move
with it by transforming it into a new constituent
individuality, which is known as the process of birth
and death. Our attitude compels us to undergo
this process of the changing of the vestures called
the body and the mind. The arrogance of human
nature and the assertiveness of the ego—the intense
satisfaction one feels in being located in a little
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six-foot body—prevents the entry of cosmic energy
into oneself; therefore, that particular formation of
individual constitution perishes for the purpose of
remodelling itself into a new condition which will
be able to consciously participate in the requirement
of the larger organism of the universe. In every
activity, God calls man. It is the summoning of God
which is the coming of the new years or the going
of the old years. God calling is life. Difficult this is
to appreciate due to an inveterate longing to live
in the body, and our weddedness to the erroneous
perception of natural and social living.
What can we expect in the New Year that is
ahead of us and is now coming on our heads? We
should accept it humbly. The great lesson that we
can make our own in our daily lives is an adoption
of humility of spirit and humbleness before the
might of God. There is a ‘greater than what we
are’ in our own selves. We carry it wherever we go,
wherever we move. Something more than what we
are is sitting within us and making us perpetually
restless and insecure. This ‘higher that what we are’,
which is called the higher self or whatever we may
call it, insists that the ‘lower than what it is’ is to
give access to what is above. It is a war between the
lower and the higher within our own selves.
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The lower and the higher are not two different
physical existences. They are two densities of
operation, two pressures continuously being exerted
within our own selves—two voices speaking at the
same time, one trying to drown out the other. In this
warlike operation of two voices we have the history
of mankind, whereby human history becomes a
panorama of perpetual ignorance of the future and
an inner longing to live perennially, forever and ever.
Deep meditation on this cosmic mystery may
be considered our perennial duty. Everything is
meditating, says the Upanishad. In this meditative
activity of harmonious arrangement of ourselves
with what is actually happening around us, we set
ourselves in tune with the powers that rule the
world and the powers that direct our vision ahead.
Action, activity, performing, running about—
this cannot satisfy you. You may run from the North
Pole to the South Pole, but you cannot be sure that
you have done anything worthwhile in life. The
rootedness of your being is crying from the bottom
of its heart, and the physical body runs from one
corner to another corner on the surface of the Earth
in order to find all that you need. Weeping you
come and crying you go, and miserably, painfully,
you live in the middle of it. That circumstance
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should be avoided by a deliberate adjustment of
your consciousness to that indivisibility which
contradicts every kind of divided activity in the
world and includes within itself, within its compass,
all that is beautiful, magnificent, grand, powerful
and eternal.
People have no time to sit quiet. They are busy.
Everybody says that they are busy, that they have no
time. Where has the time gone? And why are you so
busy? To what end? What are you gaining by your
being busy every day? It is important for everyone
to understand that all one’s busyness should be a
part and parcel of the meditative process. That kind
of busyness and activity which is imperative for the
purpose of maintaining a meditative consciousness
is allowed, and that which is contradictory to it is
not allowed.
It is difficult to know what pure, conscious
meditation is. It is not thinking something as you
think anything in the world. It is an inwardisation
of your spirit, a becoming of your self in the deepest
recesses of your being, and a going into the depths
of what you really seem to be in your deep sleep
condition. You imagine that joys are scattered
everywhere outside in the world. That is why you run
here and there to pick up little granules of happiness.
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But why are you happy when you are in deep sleep?
Where are the dinners, the lunches and the tea
parties? Where are the friends and relatives? Where
is the position? Where is the wealth? Where is your
authority when you are fast asleep? Everything has
gone into the winds, but there you enjoy a bliss
that is incomparable to even an emperor’s joy. Why
is it so? How is it that an abolition of all activity
and relationship seems to be capable of providing
immense bliss incomparable with any other joy
in the world that one can think of ? Are you not
greater than what you are? This is the preparation
for meditation: “If everything has gone in the state
of deep sleep, and yet I have been the most blessed
of all people, there must be some mysterious thing
within myself.” Thus is the meditation where the
sense organs cease to act, the body is not existing at
all, and even the mind does not operate. The body,
mind and senses, which are your greatest treasures,
do not exist when you are most happy. This means
to say that your great blessedness is neither in the
sense organs, nor in the mental operations, nor in
the body. It is in another thing that you may call
your Self. But one cannot delve into this state easily
because of the compulsions of physical nature and
mental distraction.
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It is necessary for even the busiest of people to
find time to sit and deeply contemplate the welfare
of one’s own self. Put a question to yourself: “Where
does my welfare lie, really speaking?” If you believe
that your welfare is in your dear relations, in your
land, property and money, and in the love and
affection that you have from the society of people,
this is a wrong notion. Anything that is connected
with you can also be separated from you. The dearest
and the nearest can get cut off in a moment’s time, as
if they never existed at all. To your surprise you will
find the nearest and dearest things have vanished
into thin air, and you will find yourself alone. It is a
terror to be alone to oneself because it is a death of
all sources of sensory enjoyment and social comfort.
Test yourself. Be alone to yourself. Speak not to
anybody. Close your doors, and be alone to yourself.
How long can you be like that? Please verify. When
you are alone to yourself—unseen, unknown,
uncontacted by any person in the world—are you
feeling miserable at that time? Do you want to open
the door and go to the market to see the panorama
of social scenery? Or do you feel that the world has
been tormenting you rather than helping you, and
you would like to be alone to yourself ? This test
must be applied to every person. What do you feel
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when you are totally alone to yourself, unseen and
uncontacted by anyone? How long can you sit alone
to yourself ? How many minutes, how many hours
in a day? Mostly you will feel wretched: “Let me go
out and breathe, and see people and talk. What is
the good of sitting like this? I get nothing out of it.”
This is the usual unhappy phenomenon that
follows even the first step in the practice of yoga
meditation. There are many pitfalls, hundreds of
setbacks and wrong whispers from our own selves.
One person met me and said, “What is there in
life except social relations, good company, many
children, many relatives? Is it not a joy to live with
them?” That this is a phantasm will be shown one
day or the other.

Sarvaṁ tam parādād yo’nyatrātmano sarvaṁ
veda, which was uttered by Sage Yagnavalkya in

the Brihadaranyaka Upanishad, is a great statement
which you have to remember. Anything that is
outside you will leave you at any moment, whatever
be that near-and-dear thing, safe thing, and
unavoidable thing. Anything that is external to you
cannot be with you; and if everything is external to
you, then what will remain, finally? Only you will
remain. What kind of ‘you’ will remain? Even the
body cannot remain for a long time, so when it is
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said that you will remain, you must be clear as to
who is remaining, finally. The body goes, together
with the bodies of everyone else whom you hugged
as your close relations. What remains when it is
said that only you remain? Be clear as to what it is
that remains. This is how you can go deeper into the
question of the realities of life. Do not be foolhardy
and imagine that everything is milk and honey in
this world. There is no milk, no honey; nothing is
there. It is all an eyewash, something to befool the
ignorance of human nature.
Guard yourself, says the Upanishad. After
describing the whole process of gestation, birth and
suffering as a little baby, and passing through the
misery of earthly life, old age and death, and getting
reborn into any kind of formation, maybe as a
human being or as an animal, a plant, a reptile, or an
insect—after having described the miserable state
of everything that is born, the Upanishad clinches
the matter by saying that you should be guarded. Be
watchful. Guard yourself; and if you cannot guard
yourself, nobody else will guard you. Guard yourself
from the onslaught of phenomenal insecurity and
illusory presentations. When you came, you did not
bring anything with you. When you go, you will not
take anything with you. How then did you come to
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the conclusion that in the middle you own so much
of property? Is there any meaning, even the least
sense, that in the middle you are very wealthy, rich
and possessed of all things? When in the beginning
you have nothing, and in the end you have nothing,
how did you grab everything in the middle? From
where did it come? Such is the stupidity of life as a
whole.
To shed this ignorance of the true welfare of one’s
own self would be an undertaking worth the while
of everyone in this New Year that is to come—to
rejuvenate oneself in every way, to reinforce oneself
with the energy of the Spirit that is sleeping inside
and is mildly presenting itself in the state of deep
sleep, saying, “I am here.” When everything goes,
something will tell you: “I am here. I am here, whom
you have forgotten all the while. Here I am. Come
to me. I am your real friend. Come unto me.” One
day this voice will speak. Let us be prepared to listen
to that voice now itself, and not when we are forced
to listen to it willy-nilly. That voice is there even
now, but the din and clamour of the sense organs
prevent this beautiful music of the heavens from
being heard.
This may be taken as our New Year’s message
that we guard ourselves against any kind of illusory
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presentation, against any kind of false promise that
the world can give. The world can give us nothing.
It always makes false promises. We live by our own
spiritual strength, without which even the best of
medicines will not protect the decaying body.
I mentioned that this Ashram has seen
sixty years of life, which is actually the
life and the message of Gurudev Swami
Sivanandaji Maharaj. It was his message which
I briefly placed before you just now. He spoke this
message, he wrote this message, and he lived this
message in his life. Here is a great stalwart of spiritual
personality before us, known as Swami Sivanandaji
Maharaj, who possessed nothing, who had no
house to stay in, who had no property, who had no
friends and relations, who wanted nothing and gave
everything. He gave all things that came to him
because that thing which comes to us is intended
only to be given, as that which comes from outside
does not really belong to us. Utter renunciation
and relinquishment of attachment highlighted the
fire-like blazing light of this great Master in whose
institution we are living, we have been living, and
perhaps hope to be living in the future also.
May God come into your life, into the lives of
all people, and guide the destiny of mankind as
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the one reliable boatman in this sea of samsara.
Suhṛdam sarva-bhūtānāṁ jñavatā māṁśantim rcchati,
says the great Lord: “Know Me as your real friend.
Peace will be unto you if you recognise Me as your
friend. When all things go, I will be with you.”
Who can speak to you like that? “When everything
goes, I shall be with you.” Which father, which
mother, which friend can speak these words? May
we befriend this Great Being. May the New Year
herald blessedness, peace, security and happiness to
the whole world, which is now under the pressure
of tension and every kind of insecure phenomenon.
May the world be rid of this tension. May our deep
meditations, collectively undertaken, contribute a
new strength to the effort to bring this solidarity,
peace and happiness to mankind. We can bring peace
to the world by our meditations and prayers, not by
our hands and feet. Physical activity cannot bring
peace. It is the meditational, spiritual concentration
of a noble motive that can bring peace to the world.
Only a human being can bring peace to human
beings; nobody else can do that. A human being
means one who is really humane and human in
thought, culture and behaviour. An animal man, a
brutal man, a cannibal man cannot be called ‘man’.
They are not real human beings. Ye yathā māṁ
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prapadyante tāṁs tathaiva bhajāmyaham: “As you are

to Me, so I am to you.” Not only does God say this,
but everything says it. Even a leaf in the tree will say
that: “As you are to me, so I am to you.” If this noble
meditational impulse is to arise within the hearts of
every one of us, this collective meditation will save
the world from disaster. We need not be under the
impression that the world is going to the dogs. It
will not go like that. There is a soul operating in the
whole cosmos, and it will not allow the world to
perish provided it embosoms within its own feelings
this perennial call or message of God Himself that
He is with us as our perpetual friend: suhṛdam sarvabhūtānāṁ jñavatā māṁśantim rcchati.

In your own lives, you would have seen that you
have no real friends. Your dearest friends will leave
you one day. They will say, “We do not know who you
are. I might have seen you, but I do not know who
you are.” This is how friends speak, finally. When
you cannot trust your own body, how will you trust
another body? We can speak of God’s greatness, but
to make God our own in our deepest feelings and in
our daily lives is not easy.
The blessedness of a person is equal to the
blessedness of the whole of humanity. World peace
is individual peace, and individual peace is world
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peace. If the world is suffering, an individual cannot
be at peace; and if all the individuals are in peace,
naturally the world is also in peace. When the parts
are in peace, the whole is also in peace. When the
whole is in peace, all the parts are also in peace.
May we delve into our own selves in a collective
meditation by bringing into our own hearts the
whole cosmos in one gamut. May we make our
own such meditation whereby the entire creation
enters into us, sinks into our vitals, and energises
every cell of our body. The world stands united with
us, and when we meditate, the world in its totality
meditates. Thus is the meditation.
a
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